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Meet Courtney Hostetter
Title: Life/Health Agent
Agency: Insurance Plus
Agency Location: Aberdeen
Years in the Industry: 7
Most used app: Pinterest

What do you love about insurance?
The people. From the people I work with in the office every day to the clients I’ve gotten to know and
built relationships with, that is by far why I love what I do. I’ve made it my mission to educate clients
on their coverage making it as easy to understand as possible, especially in the Health and Medicare
world. The best compliment I can receive is a client saying they have a better understanding of their
coverage before leaving my office.

Who is your role model?
I have had many different role models in my life, from parents to close friends, to previous and current
employers. I am blessed to be surrounded by people who are positive, hard-working, dedicated and
driven and I’ve tried to implement those qualities into my life, personally and professionally. There is
something to learn in every situation, no matter when or where, or from whom.

Work-life balance?
I’ve determined that being consistent with taking time with family and friends, working out and having
hobbies that I enjoy are important in keeping that balance. Everyone needs those breaks and time
away from work to be better at what we do when we come back the next day.
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Great Plains Brokerage, Making
Excess & Surplus Lines Insurance Quick & Easy. Specializing
in Hard to Place Property &
Casualty, Dwellings, and Farm/
Ranch Exclusively through independent Agents.

Jason Kelling
Commercial Broker
Jason@gpbins.com
605.274.7129

After a year of idling in neutral, we are ready
to move on to a more exciting, live agenda.
Although we are pleased most of you found
value in the Virtual Farm & Small Town
Conference, we miss the interaction with
members and partners and are looking
forward to getting back together in person
soon. Here is what our schedule looks like
for the remainder of 2021!!
June is E&O Loss Control Month and the
LIVE Road Show is on for Sioux Falls,
Aberdeen & Pierre. Classes for the Rapid
City area will be presented at Convention in
Deadwood in October. See Page 17 for more
information.
River Days in Pierre on June 16th & 17th
Registration opens on May 1st. Looking
forward to getting back together in person to
have fun shooting trap, fishing, golfing and
just catching up. The CE will be a Cyber
Panel emphasizing the importance of offering
cyber coverage to clients. Panelists will
include technical, legal, insurance company
rep, agent and regulatory perspectives. If
you haven’t attended River Days before, you
are in for a treat.
Make your hotel
reservations in IIASD Room Block at
AmericInn, Ft Pierre – 605-223-2358.
Crop Conference
Bringing back a few agenda items slated for
last year’s cancelled event and adding
exciting interactive components. Possibly a
golf tournament the afternoon prior and tour
of the Precision Ag facility on SDSU Campus.
We are looking at early August back in
Brookings.
90th Annual Convention – The Lodge in
Deadwood – October 10th – 12th. We’ve
been waiting for two years to celebrate our
90th Annual Convention so we are looking to
make education, motivation, networking fun
and exciting.
Make your reservations
today. The word is The Lodge in Deadwood
is booked – TRU and Spring Hill Suites is
our overflow option - $79/night – Call
today 605-571-1001. See you there!
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INDEPENDENT INSURANCE AGENTS
OF SOUTH DAKOTA
2021 OFFICERS

PRESIDENT

Deana Taylor
Leavitt Heartland Ins. Servics
Rapid City, SD

PRESIDENT-ELECT
Melanie Parsons
Parsons’ Insurance Agency
Viborg, SD

VICE PRESIDENT

SECRETARY-TREASURER

PAST PRESIDENT

IIABA STATE NAT’L DIRECTOR

Eric Payne
Insurance Plus
Aberdeen, SD

Elizabeth Nepodal
Fidelity Agency
Platte, SD

John Meyen
Rosholt Insurance Agency
Rosholt, SD

DISTRICT # 1

2021 DIRECTORS

Trevor Lightfield
Fischer Rounds & Assoc.
Pierre, SD

Dan Maguire
Black Hills Agency
Rapid City, SD

DISTRICT # 5
Elizabeth Nepodal
Fidelity Agency
Platte, SD

DISTRICT # 2

DISTRICT # 6

DISTRICT # 3

DISTRICT # 7

DISTRICT # 4

DISTRICT # 8

Eric Payne
Insurance Plus
Aberdeen, SD

Doug Leighton
Dakotah Gold Ins.
Volga, SD

Sharon Wirth
Parsons’ Insurance Agency
Viborg, SD

Amy Bailey
Starr Insurance
Custer, SD

Rich Maguire
Black Hills Agency
Rapid City, SD

Ryan Karst
DFS
Sioux Falls, SD

EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT
Carolyn Hofer
IIASD
Fort Pierre, SD
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E&O EDGE – Megan Linn,
E&O Administrator
You Too
Why employment practices coverage makes sense
for all of us.
Employment practices liability insurance should be
a component of all companies' insurance portfolios.
EPLI policies cover businesses against claims made by
employees or prospective employees claiming their
legal rights have been violated by the company.
Unexpected EPLI claims may put the entire company
at risk. A company owner should consider EPLI
coverage as essential for protecting the business—it’s
not a matter of if a claim is made, it’s a matter of when.
A general liability policy does not provide coverage for
when an employee sues the company.
EPLI insurance can protect against various current,
past and potential employee’ claims including sexual
harassment, discrimination based on age, race,
disability, religion or other protected classes, failure to
employ or promote, wrongful termination, retaliation,
and creating a hostile work environment.
The premium associated with EPLI coverage is
dependent on the type of business, the number of
employees and other risk factors, such as the
company's history of employment practices incidents.
The policy can provide a defense for the company
against litigation that asserts covered causes of action,
per the insurance policy, and for judgments and
settlements that fall within the damages covered by the
policy.
Coverage under an EPLI policy may not respond to
all types of employment practices claims, such as wage
and hour, and many policies do not include coverage
for punitive damages or civil or criminal fines. Most
EPLI policies are claims made, meaning the policy
must be in effect when the claim is made rather than
when the conduct giving rise to the claim occurs.
The monetary expense to defend against claims and
judgments and settlements can be significant. Even if
the company is found to be without fault, an EPLI
policy is still essential because the cost to defend a
claim is substantial.

The average cost of defending and settling an employee
claim is approximately $160,000, according to the
Society for Human Resource Management. In addition
to monetary elements, the time that must be devoted
to defending a lawsuit can result in stress and reduced
morale.
Data released by the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission (EEOC) shows there were 72,675 charges
of discrimination filed in FY2019. Retaliation claims
continued to be the most frequently filed charges,
accounting for 54% of filings. Also, 33% of the filed
charges were based on race, 33% on disability, 32%
on sex, and 21% on age. Also, the number of LGBTQbased sex discrimination charges increased in FY2019.
The #MeToo movement continues to be a factor.
Sexual harassment claims fell in 2019 to 7,514, from
7,609 in 2018. However, sexual harassment claims are
still greater than the 6,696 charges filed in 2017 when
the movement began. The monetary value of the
EEOC sexual harassment settlements has increased to
$68.2 million in 2019, up from $56.2 million in 2018,
and $46.3 million in 2017.
All companies, large and small, are vulnerable to EPLI
claims. Even if you do everything right, you could still
be sued or have an EEOC complaint filed against your
company.
If you have any questions, please contact us at eo@
iiaba.net.
Cara Gates is an assistant vice president, claims
specialist with Swiss Re Corporate Solutions and works
out of the office in Kansas City, Missouri. Insurance
products underwritten by Westport Insurance
Corporation, Kansas City, Missouri, a member of Swiss
Re Corporate Solutions.
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Kayla’s Article
Consumer Data Privacy Laws May Gain More
Traction in 2021 but Many Exemptions Exist
BY ERIC LIPTON

In June 2018, one month after the EU's General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR) went into effect,
California became the first state in the U.S. to enact a
comprehensive consumer data privacy law, the
California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA). It took a
few years, but on March 2, 2021, Virginia became the
second state to enact such legislation when the
Consumer Data Protection Act (CDPA) was signed
into law.
Virginia's CDPA will become effective on Jan. 1, 2023,
and is similar to California's CCPA— with some
notable differences.
Like the CCPA, consumers will have enhanced rights
to access and request deletion of their personal data,
as well as the ability to opt out of the collection and
sale of data . Unlike the CCPA, the CDPA provides an
additional right to opt out of targeted advertising and
requires opt-in consent for the use of certain types of
“sensitive" personal data, defined to include race,
ethnicity, precise geolocation and health data. It does
not, however, establish a separate enforcement agency,
and there is no private right of action for consumers.
Instead, the CDPA will be enforced by Virginia's
attorney general.
The CDPA has significant limitations and exemptions.
First, it is only applicable to companies that:
1) Conduct business in Virginia or produce products
or services targeted to Virginia; and
2) Control or process personal data of at least 100,000
Virginia consumers in a calendar year; or 25,000
Virginia consumers while deriving more than 50% of
gross revenue from the sale of personal data in a
calendar year.
Moreover, the CDPA does not apply to any entities
already subject to the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act
(GLBA), any entity governed by the Health Insurance
Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), or any
nonprofit organization.

While Big “I" members should largely fall under one
or more of the exemptions to Virginia's CDPA,
particularly as entities already subject to the GLBA,
the adoption of consumer privacy laws is likely to
accelerate in 2021.
At least 10 other states, including Illinois, Minnesota
and Massachusetts, have introduced privacy bills
similar to the CDPA and CCPA. In February 2021, at
least one chamber of state legislatures in Oklahoma
and Washington passed comprehensive consumer
privacy bills.
While most proposed bills are similar, they contain
key differences from state to state. For example, the
Massachusetts bill lacks express exemptions for
entities subject to the GLBA.
If action continues at the state level, businesses may
have to contend with an increasingly complex and
onerous patchwork of privacy regulations. That said,
standard-setting organizations like the National
Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC) have
taken note and will focus on the adoption of more
uniform state consumer privacy laws.
Federal legislation also remains a possibility for setting
a national standard, especially in any areas it might
preempt state law. While a variety of bills have been
introduced over the years without success, the latest
proposal—the Information Transparency and
Personal Data Control Act—has garnered attention
and received endorsement from at least one retail
coalition.
Overall, it will be important to stay apprised of new
developments in the data privacy arena. It is also never
too late or a waste of time to establish, review or
update an effective data privacy program, in addition
to a company's data security program.
For more information, members are encouraged to
review the Agents Council for Technology's Agency
Cyber Guide 3.0, which includes various sample
documents, such as a website privacy policy and a link
to the Office of General Counsel memorandum on the
application of the GLBA.
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Building your
book of business.
With EMC’s Contractors Program, you can offer clients a full range of insurance
products that are built to suit the exact needs of their contracting operations.
And with specialized industry coverages, constructing an insurance package
that’s as customized as the work they do has never been easier.
Now that’s a blueprint for success.

emcins.com/contractors

©Copyright Employers Mutual Casualty Company 2021. All rights reserved.
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IIASD River Days -

Save the Date
Registration opens May 1st

CE - Cyber Panel
Trap Shoot
Steak Fry
Golf or Fishing Tournament

Let's all get together
again

Room block at AmericInn, Ft Pierre - 605-223-2358
Make your reservation today

LOOKING FOR A
LONG-TERM CAREER?
Financial Markets, Inc. is now seeking
candidates to join our great team!

• Internal Wholesaler
• Contracting Associate
• New Business Associate
Paid Training • Paid Vacation • Education Assistance • Continued Education
Hours: Mon-Fri, 7:30 am to 4:00 pm • Competitive Salary + Commission
Health, Vision, & Dental Insurance • 401(k) with Employer Match
Financial Markets, Inc. is an insurance brokerage with locations in Rapid City and Spearfish, South Dakota that markets and
distributes life insurance annuities and long-term care products to insurance and financial professionals in 49 states.
Financial Markets, Inc. is a growing company with the ambition to expand our exemplary team.

Apply online today!
www.fmiAgent.com
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Overflow rooms for Convention –
TRU and Spring Hill Suites - $79 each
Ask for IIASD Convention Overflow
from The Lodge.
605-571-1001

auto

home
With

MISSOURI VALLEY
MUTUAL INSURANCE

farm

Burke, South Dakota

FARMOWNER/
RANCHOWNER

All

PERSONAL AND
COMMERCIAL AUTO

of
FIRE AND
ALLIED LINES

the

UMBRELLA
LIABILITY

Pieces
HOMEOWNER/
MOBILEHOME
Y PECK

CONTACT BRAD

Fit!

PERSONAL AND
GENERAL LIABILITY

1-605-775-2

636

Our promise is to be “Always alongside you.”
Farmers Mutual’s coverages are supported by prompt,
personalized service and unmatched financial strength. As
the leading insurer of farms in Nebraska and South Dakota,
our history of success is a reflection of the trust and loyalty
we’ve earned from our policyholders and local agents.
Contact:
Andy Kraus, CPCU
Vice President of Agencies
akraus@fmne.com | 800.742.7433
fmne.com
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Medical

Transportation
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Professional Services

No. 1 writer of work comp in South Dakota

1st Dakota Insurance offers competitively
priced Insurance Exam Prep books, online
practice questions and live classroom exam
prep classes for IIASD members.
**Licensing Materials are available for
Property/Casualty and Life/Health Exam
Preparation**
Exam Prep One on One Teaching Also
Available by Appointment
Use Promo Code 1594626 to receive your
15% member discount on the
www.1stdakins.com website

colinsgrp.com

Agents receive

20 percent commission
on new accounts up to

$25,000 in premium during 2021
Our team is ready to deliver long-term positive results
for you and your customers
n Manage policies online using SFM Agency Manager (SAM)
n

Contact your SFM underwriter for more details.
20 percent commission applies to new SFM Mutual policies with
effective dates between January 1 and December 31, 2021. Does not
include policies written with the SFM Safe or SFM Select rate sets.

sfmic.com
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www.nwgf.com
INSURANCE FOR:
Homeowners
Farmowners
Modular Homeowners
Personal Auto
Farm Property
Dwelling Property
Mobile Homes
Excess Liability
Farm and Personal Liability
Classic Vehicle
Semi-Truck

Insuring Those Who Protect Us.
www.FirePAK.com

YOU HAVE THE

SKILL
WE HAVE YOU COVERED

For a quote, ask your agent to contact one of the
State Directors below depending upon your location.
WEST of the river
Dan Maguire
and Levi Olivier
Black Hills Insurance Agency
pak@BlackHillsAgency.com
605.342.5555

EAST of the river
Daschle Larsen
and Taylor Jacobsen
McKinneyOlson Insurance
pak@McKinneyOlson.com
605.335.7777

Products and services are provided by one or more insurance company subsidiaries of W. R. Berkley Corporation. Not all products and services are available in
every jurisdiction and the precise coverage afforded by any insurer is subject to the actual terms and conditions of the policies as issued. Continental Western
Group is not liable for any loss resulting from use of information in this advertisement.. | Copyright © 2018 Continental Western Group®. All rights reserved. |
2005CWG-FDK-06-18

3 year rate guarantee –
No loss ratio condition
Portable EquipmentGuaranteed
Replacement Cost
Broad Definition of
Commandeered
On line Training with
CEC availability
LODD
Department member
auto deductible
reimbursement
Department member
homeowner deductible
reimbursement
Department member
additional living
expense reimbursement
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Why
American West
Insurance?
• Local company with over 60
years agriculture insurance
experience
• Quality products
• Competitive pricing
• Expert claims and
underwriting services

Be Protected. Be Sure®.
yourawi.com
To learn more about AWI contact
Kelly Sunde at ksunde@yourawi.com
or call 605-880-5563.

Agribusiness • Farm & Ranch • Farm & Ranch Auto • Personal Auto
Excess Liability • Watercraft • Crop Hail • Multi-Peril

For all your
insurance needs.
We support Independent Agents who serve
the South Dakota farm and ranch community.
Our national footprint helps us weather the
challenges across the U.S. and provide unique
solutions for farms and ranches of all sizes.
Partner with the Nation’s #1 Farm Insurer today.

Brian Greicar

Sales Manager, Agribusiness
BGREICAR@nationwide.com

701-298-9277
Products underwritten by Nationwide Mutual Insurance Company and Affiliated Companies. Home
Office: Columbus, OH 43215. Subject to underwriting guidelines, review, and approval. Availability
varies. Nationwide, Nationwide Is On Your Side, and the Nationwide N and Eagle are service marks of
Nationwide Mutual Insurance Company. ©2019 Nationwide GCO-0531AO 11/19
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Insurance Sales & Customer Service Agent
DFM Insurance Agency located in Brandt, SD is looking for an Insurance Sales & Customer Service Agent.
Individual will need to be able to provide excellent customer service and respond to inquiries regarding
insurance availability, eligibility, coverage, policy changes, claims submissions and billing verifications.
Experience in selling auto, home, farm and ranch insurance (preferred) or have a proven ability to
generate your own sales leads. Individual must be a confident self-starter who works well
independently. Individual must have a Property Casualty Insurance agent license or be willing to obtain
license within 90 days.
Submit a detailed resume with cover letter outlining specific related experience and salary expectations
to DFM Insurance Agency, 402 1st St. S. Brandt, SD 57218 or email to manager@itctel.com
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Increased payouts for Safeco Specialty Lines until April 30th!
Earn 1 token in Safeco's Instant Incentives worth $25 for each new business and book
transfer watercraft, motorcycle, classic car and RV policy you issue.
*rewrites, replacement policies, assumptive book transfer & policies issued prior to activation not eligible.

Contact your Territory Manager to learn more!
Renson Anjere, CPIA
Sr. Safeco Territory Manager
renson.anjere@safeco.com
612.916.4751

Additional incentives available for farm and ranch policies!
We're offering $500 Visa Gift cards for any farm accounts over $15,000 in premium
now through July 30th! Hobby farms, livestock, cash grains, agribusiness - send them
all our way. Contact your Territory Manager to learn more!
Morgan Sexton, AU-M, CPCU, AFIS
Business Lines Territory Manager
morgan.sexton@libertymutual.com
480.685.7903

IIASD 2021 Schedule of Events
March 31st & April 1st

Farm & Small Town Virtual
Conference

April 13th – 16th

Virtual National Legislative Conference

June 7th – 9th

E&O Loss Control Seminars

June 16th & 17th

River Days/Walleye Classic in Pierre
Board Meeting

TBA - July

Mid-West Young Agents Conference

September 14th – 18th

TBA

October 10th – 12th

IIABA Fall Leadership
Conference & Nat’ BOD meeting
Kansas City, MO

In-Person E&O
Classes!
3 Locations – 2 Classes at Each Location – 3
Hours Each
❖ Monday, June 7th – Sioux Falls
❖ Tuesday, June 8th – Fort Pierre
❖ Wednesday, June 9th – Aberdeen
There will be two separate E&O classes at
each location – one in the morning and one
in the afternoon. Each class will be 3 hours
and you can attend one class or both, it’s
completely up to you!
Individuals in the Rapid City area will have
an opportunity to attend an E&O class
during our Annual Convention in Deadwood
in October.
Registration and detailed topic information
will be coming soon!

Crop Insurance Conference

Annual Convention
The Lodge in Deadwood

Independent Insurance Agents of South Dakota
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www.claimsassoc.com
(605) 333-9810
Jeff Jares, AIC AIM, President
Christopher W. Madsen, J.D., General Counsel
Dan Eggers, Finance/HR/IT
Adjusters
Nancy Almendinger
Cory Beck
Blake Dykstra
Nick Hemme
Dave Johnston
Amy Kvernmo
Wendi Peterson
Dave Sendelbach
Tim Wieker
John Keffeler

Jennifer Andrisen Selzler
Bill Blackman
Kay Greve
Joe Jares
Collin Karsky
Chad Moore
Kimberly Rausch
Mike Weckman
Craig Matson
Bruce Eleeson

Case Managers
Kelly Rud RN BA LNCC
Deb Whipple RN BA CCM

Jennifer Heinricy RN CCM
Lori Schaefbauer RN BSN CCM

We commit ourselves to providing the highest quality
claims and case management services available in our
industry. Please visit our website for complete
information.
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We can
help.
We’re here to help you move
your agency forward.

24/7 FIRE & WATER
restoration services

Sioux FallS

605-334-9716
yankton
605-689-2220

INTEK

ClEaNINg & REsToRaTIoN

www.intekclean.com
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Liberty Mutual and Safeco Release
Rise of the Digital Insurance Agency Report

Research finds independent insurance agencies that are high digital adopters grew revenue 60% faster
than low digital adopters, uncovers seven revenue-driving digital capabilities
SEATTLE – March 23, 2021 – Customer expectations around digital are changing rapidly. To explore
how independent insurance agencies (IAs) are evolving to meet new expectations, today, Liberty Mutual
and Safeco Insurance released the Rise of the Digital Insurance Agency report. Based on a survey of
nearly 600 US-based independent agents and brokers, the research examined the connection between
revenue and digital adoption and found that digitally savvy agencies grow faster – 60% more on average
– than their less digital counterparts. The report also introduces the Agent for the Future™ Index, which
measures the state of digital transformation in the IA channel, and uncovered seven revenue-driving
digital capabilities. Explore the research findings at www.AgentForTheFuture.com/DigitalAgencyReport.
“Digital is a trend that has been building for decades now, and COVID-19 has simply accelerated the
need for transformation,” said Tyler Asher, president of Independent Agent Distribution at Liberty Mutual
and Safeco Insurance. “While we know anecdotally that deeply digital independent agencies generate
more leads, operate more efficiently and have happier customers, this research offers a clear picture of
the business value digital can provide, which is that high digital adoption leads to faster growth.”
This research comes at a crucial time for the independent agent channel, which continues to grapple with
the implications of disruption spurred by the global pandemic and growing expectations around doing
business digitally. By examining the business value of digital and distilling key trends into actionable
insights, the Rise of the Digital Insurance Agency report helps agents and brokers strategically navigate
the rapidly changing marketplace. Core to the research is an evaluation of specific tactics through the
inaugural Agent for the Future Index, which scores agencies on a 10-point scale based on adoption
across a range of digital capabilities weighted by complexity.
The Index broke respondents out into three groups – low, medium and high digital adoption – to account
for variance in adoption and gauge which capabilities offer the greatest lift to revenue growth. Overall,
agencies within the low adoption group scored an average of 2.76 while high adopters scored an average
of 6.76 on the 10-point scale, highlighting a significant opportunity for all agencies to become more deeply
digital. Year-over-year, agencies within the low digital adoption group grew an average of 7.4%, while
high adopters grew an average of 12% – equating to a more than 60% greater lift in revenue growth for
highly digital agencies.
More than 20 digital capabilities were analyzed as part of the Index, seven of which were strongly
correlated with high revenue growth, giving agencies a better understanding of which capabilities to
prioritize on their digital transformation journey. The seven opportunities span a range of capabilities
across a spectrum of complexity including fundamentals (social media, online quotes), modernizations
(self-service portal, live online chat) and innovations (paid social media advertising, video quotes and
policy reviews, and AI and chatbots). Additional key trends and takeaways of the Rise of the Digital
Insurance Agency report include:
Marketing will hit its tipping point in the transition to digital in 2021
Now more than ever, independent agents are finding value in digital marketing as a growth lever, with a
vast majority of all agencies indicating digital marketing is key priority this year. More than 80% of high
digital adopters plan to increase digital marketing efforts in the next year. While about one-quarter (27%)
of low digital adopters currently do not do any digital marketing and do not plan to in the future, nearly
half (48%) plan to increase efforts in the next year indicating that 2021 is the year marketing in the IA
channel will be more digital than not.
Video remains a largely untapped opportunity
One of the deepest digital divides between high and low adoption agencies is in the use of video. Fortyfour percent of high adopters plan to either start or continue leveraging video for quotes and policy
reviews post-pandemic, with just 9% of low adopters indicating the same. As a key revenue-driving tactic,
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there is a significant opportunity for agencies at all stages of their digital transformation journey
to adopt video for quotes and policy reviews.
Digital agencies can invest more in the customer and employee experience
Independent agencies that already invested in digital can prioritize growth in other areas of the
business, such as hiring and customer education. Comparatively, low adopters will be
implementing digital fundamentals such as building an online presence and introducing online
business tools like e-signature to find success in 2021. Across the board, high digital adopters
also hired more. “Beyond the digital takeaways, the research findings also tell us that the
independent agent channel is stronger and more agile than ever,” Asher said. “Independent
agents were built to evolve and many are approaching this latest challenge with the same sense
of adaptability that has allowed the channel to thrive for more than a century. We at Liberty
Mutual and Safeco are here to help IAs push the boundaries of what is possible by offering the
resources and actionable advice they need to win with digital.”
Methodology
The Rise of the Digital Insurance Agency report surveyed 596 US-based independent agency
principals, producers and CSRs about the impact of COVID-19, the current state of their agency
and their digital priorities over the next year. The research was conducted online by in-house
Liberty Mutual and Safeco Insurance research experts in October 2020. Survey respondents
included independent agencies that sell personal lines, small commercial or a combination of
both, with results indicating no significant variance in digital adoption based on the type of
policies an agency sells.
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No. 1 writer of work
comp in South Dakota
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Client Service Specialist, Property Casualty – Sioux Falls, SD
At Holmes Murphy, our employees play to their strengths and
contribute to who we are and want to be. If you have a desire to serve
clients and contribute your ideas with our team, then this could be a
great opportunity for you!
This role will support both sales and service teams in their evaluation of
the needs and risks of clients as well as:

•
•
•
•
•

Prepares certificates, binders, auto ID cards and accident kits.
Order policy changes from carriers, update computer system and
set follow-up activities.
Processes endorsements by checking coverages, invoices and
update client management systems.

Invoice agency bill transactions for new and renewal policies,
monthly installments, endorsements, and audits. Ensure accuracy of
invoicing and work with accounting to resolve any discrepancies.
Assists in the gathering and preparation of client renewal
document. This could include PSR, schedules, applications,
experience mod worksheet, loss runs and summary and schedules.

Experience Requirements:

•
•

0-2 years experience in an administrative role, preferable in the
Insurance industry
Active state specific Property Casualty Insurance agent license or
ability to acquire a license within three months.
Apply online: Client Service Specialist, PC

WE DIDN’T
KEY THE CAR.
BUT WE’RE
THE KEY TO
FIXING IT.
AUTO INSURANCE THAT’S
DESIGNED TO BE WORRY FREE
Wheels are the way around life. Protect vehicles with auto
insurance from the Worry Free Company — IMT Insurance.
Learn how you can represent IMT Insurance at
imtins.com/contact and help your policyholders
Be Worry Free with IMT.

Holmes Murphy is an Equal Opportunity Employer

Who

has been
insuring businesses for over

www.cwgins.com

AUTO | HOME | BUSINESS

Our customers
include:
• Food Processing
• Small Business
Owners
• Manufacturers
• Agribusinesses

The companies of

Continental Western Group®
Your leader in commercial insurance,
safety and experience.

CWG is Strong, Local & Trusted.

• Bulk Petroleum
Companies
• Contractors

Products and services are provided by one or more insurance company subsidiaries of W. R. Berkley
Corporation. Not all products and services are available in every jurisdiction and the precise coverage
afforded by any insurer is subject to the actual terms and conditions of the policies as issued. Continental
Western Group is not liable for any loss resulting from use of information in this advertisement. |
Copyright © 2018 Continental Western Group®. All rights reserved. | 1688CWG-AD-06-18

1688CWG-AD-06-18.indd 1

06/25/18
12:57 PM
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We’re Hiring!
Rapid City Agency
Seeking a Licensed
Commercial Account
Manager
We’re looking for an organized team
player with excellent customer
service skills to add to our team! Fun
environment with excellent benefits.
Property & Casualty License is a
must and a commercial insurance
background is preferred but not
required.
Please email your resume and
cover letter to Carolyn Hofer:
chofer@iiasd.com

A CAREER You Can Count On…….
Security First Bank believes that attention to detail, flexible and innovative services
and remarkable customer care are the pillars of successful community banking, and
we’ve been committed to those standards since our founding in 1898.
We look for people who will embrace our values:
Service Quality * Teamwork * Integrity * Adaptability * Accountability
As a Security First employee, you’ll be challenged to be better every day, while
encouraged, supported, and valued, with your career growth as a consistent priority
and focus.

INSURANCE AGENT
Location(s): Rapid City, SD
Seeking a Dynamic individual that will sell and assist customers will all
their personal, commercial, and farm insurance needs.
This individual will be a team player, with strong marketing, organization
and communication skills.
Must currently hold a license in property and casualty insurance or willing
to obtain one within 90 days.
APPLY ONLINE:
WWW.SECURITY1 STBANK.COM/CAREERS

Security
First
Bank

SECURITY FIRST BANK IS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER OF
WOMEN, MINORITIES, PROTECTED VETERANS, AND INDIVIDUALS
WITH DISABILITIES.

Not a complex
point of view.
At UFG, we have a national
footprint, but operate with the
service-oriented personality
of a hands-on regional carrier.
Our people know your region,
and are empowered to make
decisions specific to your area.
We know your space.
It’s that simple.

Visit ufgSolutions.com or call 605-763-8077.
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Eligible Districts:

District 2: Beadle, Brookings, Clark, Codington, Deuel, Hamlin, Kingsbury
District 5: Aurora, Bon Homme, Brule, Buffalo, Charles Mix, Davison,
Douglas, Gregory, Hanson, Hutchinson, Jerauld, Lyman, Sanborn, Tripp

One $5,000 Grant Awarded in each eligible district.
Eligibility

Stand Alone Volunteer Emergency Medical Service (EMS) Departments (not a part of a fire
department, hospital system, or full-time department.
EMS Department Name:
Address:

Phone:

_

EMS Department Contact Person:
EMS Department Information:
Total Number of Volunteer Members
Total Square Miles of area served
Requested
Equipment:

Number of Calls in the last 12 months

Replacing old equipment? Y or N

_
Age of old equipment being replaced

What will equipment be used for?
Include additional information on grant request on a separate page including need of equipment
requested, how it will be utilized and department funding sources.
Nominating IIASD Agency:
Member Agent:

Email:

*Form must be submitted through a Trusted Choice Independent Insurance Agency. Email
nominations to Carolyn Hofer at chofer@iiasd.org. Call IIASD with questions – 605-224-6234

_

2022 fmiAgent
2022 fmiAgent

IIASD currently has

42%

of the needed points!
as of 04/05/21

Alaska Cruise Redux

The 2022 sail date will be announced 09/01/2021
COVID-19 may have interrupted the opportunity to sail on the 2020 fmiAgent Alaska cruise. We are not
going to let that stop us from showing you an unforgettable 2022 fmiAgent Alaska Cruise Redux!
Join us to experience the best dining, entertainment, and amenities with the most expansive views at sea.
Ease into the warmth of an outdoor whirlpool and watch glaciers tumble into the sea. Savor a
gourmet dinner in the comfort of a luxurious shipboard restaurant with your long-time friends and
colleagues. Afterwards, gaze up at a canopy of stars from a truly beautiful world-class cruise ship.

Everything in Alaska is bigger. Let’s make this your BIGGEST year on record!

Together you will achieve it!
This is a great opportunity for all IIASD agencies to expand presence in the Annuity, Disability Income, Life
Insurance and Long-Term Care markets. Financial Markets Inc, a South Dakota-based National Independent
Brokerage, provides agents and agencies access to the most cutting edge and competitive Annuity and Non-P&C
Insurance products available in the marketplace today. We have no minimum production requirements and our
Internal Wholesalers are eager to help your success in providing clients the product lines we offer. Contact an
Internal Wholesaler at Financial Markets Inc to learn how to contract with our firm.

IIASD Special Incentive
In addition to the normal qualification guidelines for the 2021 fmiAgent Point Awards Alaska Cruise Redux,
Financial Markets Inc will be hosting one additional IIASD agent (and guest) for no cost! If collective production
from IIASD Member agents, with Financial Markets Inc, results in a minimum of 60,000 points for the 2021
fmiAgent Point Awards, Financial Markets Inc will hold a live drawing solely for IIASD with one IIASD agent (and
guest) receiving accommodations at the Producer’s Club Level on the 2022 fmiAgent Alaska Cruise Redux.
By invitation or recommendation from Financial Markets Inc only. Minimum of 12 paid policies for individual qualifiers
and for the collective IIASD qualification. Agent must have at least an 80% placement ratio individually and for points
to be included in the collective IIASD qualification, the individual contributing producer must have at least an 80%
placement ratio. The qualification period runs January 16, 2021 through January 15, 2022. Points vary by carrier and
product. See complete points schedule, trip details and promotion information at fmiAgent.com/2021fmiAgentAwards.
Only IIASD agents who place business with Financial Markets Inc from January 16, 2021 through January 15, 2022 will
be included in the IIASD collective qualification drawing. If an IIASD producer qualifies for the fmiAgent Point Awards
on their own merit, their points will count towards the collective minimum for IIASD qualification, but that qualifying
agent will not be included in the drawing as an agent may only qualify one time. This promotion is not sponsored by the
Independent Insurance Agents and Brokers of America, Inc. nor the Independent Insurance Agents of South Dakota.
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ALWAYS ALERT.
QUICK ON OUR FEET.
COURAGEOUS & CLEVER.
KIND OF LIKE A CAT,

HE
WITHOUT T
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We’re

HIRING!
Join Our Sioux
Falls Sales Team!

THERE’S NO KITTIN’ AROUND WHEN IT COMES
TO HOLMES MURPHY.
Holmes Murphy is one of the nation’s largest privately held insurance brokerage
companies. It’s our mission to promote health, protect wealth, and deliver peace of mind
to not only our clients, but also to our employees. In fact, we pride ourselves on being a
place where employees love what they do and who they do it with.
We offer a fast-paced work environment, vibrant company culture, and the opportunity
to share your unique potential…and we have career openings in our Sioux Falls office!

Don’t miss out. Pounce on this opportunity now!

H O L M E S M U R P H Y. C O M

Registration Now Open!

1st Annual RAS Golf Classic
Benefitting Kids' Chance of SD
This 4-person Scramble will be held:
June 15, 2021
Grand Falls Casino & Golf Resort
Larchwood, IA
Sign up as a team, or as a twosome or single and we will pair you. After
golfing, stay for the after party to enjoy socializing, food, awards and
optional casino activities. Sponsorships available, all benefitting Kids’
Chance of South Dakota.

Continuing Education class, with 3.0 CE's pending, is
available to agents in the morning. Continuing
Education is being sponsored by IIASD.

For details and to register, please visit:
https://birdease.com/RASGolfClassic
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DIAMOND
Financial Markets
IIASD Service Corp
Risk Administration Services
PLATINUM
Acuity
Doss & Associates
Farmers Mutual of Nebraska
Graber & Associates
Great Plains Brokerage
Liberty Mutual/SafeCo
North Star Mutual Insurance Co.
United Fire Group
GOLD
Auto-Owners Insurance
CGB Diversified Services, Inc.
Continental Western Group
Dakota Claims Service
EMC Insurance Co.
Farmers Mutual Hail of Iowa
Great American Insurance Co.
Infotech Solutions, LLC
Intek Cleaning and Restoration
IMT Insurance
Liberty Mutual Insurance
Midwest Family Mutual
Nationwide Mutual Insurance Co.
NAU Country
OneBeacon Insurance Group
Pro Ag
Rain & Hail, LLC
Rural Community Insurance Services
SFM Mutual Insurance Co.
Western National Insurance
SILVER
Accident Fund Ins Co. of America
American West Insurance
ArmTech Insurance Services
Berkshire Hathaway Guard Insurance
Capital Premium Financing, Inc.
Concorde Generaal Agency
Farmers Alliance Mutual
Imperial Premium Finance
Missouri Valley Mutual Insurance Co.
North American Software Associates
Northwest GF Mutual Insurance
Progressive Insurance Co.
Risk Placement Services
Swiss Re
State Auto Insurance Co.
Wellmark Blue Cross & Blue Shield
BRONZE
Bjornson/Sentinel E & L
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